Commercial
Estimated Load Profile Form

SERVICE ADDRESS:

FUTURE BUSINESS NAME:

CONTACT INFORMATION: (Name, Phone, Email, Address)

ESTIMATED KW CONNECTED ELECTRICAL LOAD DATA – COMMERCIAL SERVICES OVER 200 AMPS

EXISTING LOAD_________________________        SQ FEET OF PREMISES___________
COOLING LOAD_________________________        SERVICE ENTRANCE AMPS________
ELECTRIC HEATING LOAD___________________        VOLTAGE____________________
REFRIGERATION LOAD____________________        PHASE_______________________
OTHER LOADS ___________________________        WIRE________________________

ESTIMATED TOTAL MAXIMUM DEMAND______________
EST AVERAGE POWER FACTOR__%
LARGEST MOTOR HP_________________________

THE UNDERSIGNED ACKNOWLEDGES THAT THE ABOVE INFORMATION IS CORRECT AND THAT ALL WORK IS DONE IN COMPLIANCE WITH BLUE EARTH LIGHT AND WATER ELECTRIC SERVICE RULES AND REGULATIONS AVAILABLE ONLINE AT WWW.BELW.ORG

SIGNATURE
________________________________________

DATE
________________________________________

RETURN TO BELW (BELW OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE)
DATE:

RATE:
TAX EXEMPTION:
COPIES TO: